
 

 
Abstract: Using the theoretical concept of 
liminality (Turner, Fischer-Lichte, Jovićević) and 
considering both theatre itself and theatre festivals 
to be events (Willmar Sauter, Henri 
Schoenmakers), this paper aims to prove that 
online theatre festival can be understood as meta-
festivals, since moving them to the digital 
surrounding emphasizes their self-referential 
nature. After a brief theoretical introduction 
considering the encounter of theatre and digital 
media, we analyze FIST - International Student 
Theatre Festival (2020) using the case study 
method, in order to examine the potential 
advantages and disadvantages of online theatre 
festivals. By presenting and explaining their 
specifics, we show that festivals in the digital 
environment should not be thought of as a 
surrogate or an extension of live events, but as an 
authentic cultural practice of meta-festivals, which 
provides a whole new space for critical thinking 
and public debate. 
 

Index Terms: online festival, event, meta-festival, 
liminality, theatre, FIST, discussion. 

1. THEATRE AS A LIVE EVENT 

 N his concept of theatre as event, Willmar 
Sauter claims that „theatre always materializes 

in the form of an event“, which is, in his words, „in 
strict opposition to theatre as a ’work of art’, 
something which is produced, distributed, 
consumed, etc. “In my eyes, theatre manifests 
itself as an event which includes both the 
presentation of actions and the reactions of the 
spectators, who are present at the very moment 
of the creation (emphasis added). Together the 
actions and reactions constitute the theatrical 
event“. [1] Like Sauter, German theoretician Erika 
Fischer-Lichte finds the quintessence of 
performances in the relationship between the 
performer and the audience – the exchange of 
energy which she defines as autopoietic 
feedback loop. Without bodily co-presence, which 
Fischer-Lichte sees as the prerequisite of 
performance, we cannot talk about performances 
at all, regardless of them being cultural or artistic. 
[2] Autopoietic feedback loop, according to this 
theatrologist, brings the viewer into the liminal 
state. [3] In another book, Fischer-Lichte  
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irrevocably says, “mediatized performance 
invalidates the feedback loop”. [4] Both 
theoreticians contend that liveness is an inherent 
characteristic of theatre performance. The 
concepts of liminality and theatre event(ness) will 
instruct our further understanding of theatre 
festivals. 
  
We also stress out Hans-Thies Lehmann’s [5] 
point of view, where he states that theatre must 
insist on what makes it authentic in the 
contemporary moment, as well as on what makes 
it distinctive in relation to the non-materiality of 
new media and technology.  
 

Theatre, by contrast, is especially distinguished 
by the ‘materiality of communication’. Unlike 
other forms of artistic practice, it is marked by the 
especially heavy weight of its resources and 
materials. […] Nevertheless, this seemingly 
antiquated institution still finds a surprisingly 
stable cultural place in society next to technically 
advanced media (which are increasingly often 
incorporated into theatrical performance).  

 
This difference should be underlined: online 
theatre allows us to be present at the same time 
during the performance, but it cannot, or at least 
not yet, bridge the gap of bodily separation. 
Peggy Phellan agrees with the previously cited 
authors, nonetheless her arguments are 
ideology-based, outlining that performance 
cannot be multiplied, as it is exactly by engaging 
in the economy of reproduction that it betrays its 
own ontology. [6] 
 
On the other hand, Phillip Auslander sees no 
particular advantage in the immediate experience 
of performance. The theoretician even claims that 
a stronger sense of togetherness can be 
achieved within a group of people who watch the 
broadcast of a match in a café, or at home 
(presupposing that they know each other), than 
with visitors in the stands. Auslender does makes 
a point, but only if we have in mind exclusively 
those present in the café/home; however, he 
neglects the relationship between the players, 
who are on the field, and the spectators, who are 
in a completely different place. Due to the 
absence of physical co-presence, they cannot be 
considered participants in the same performance. 
Even if we could recognize elements of cultural 
performance during the watching of a game or a 
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festival together in a café, solitary consuming of 
television or internet content can only be 
understood as a private experience. Bodily co-
presence remains the last “line of defense” of live 
performance1, or so to say, of theatre conceived 
as an event.  
 

2. FESTIVALS AS META-EVENTS 

We define festivals as cultural and artistic events 
that show and evaluate artistic achievements, 
created in a certain environment in an exact 
period in time. [7] Their meaning is twofold and 
refers to "encouraging the development of 
creativity (by evaluation) and its reception (by 
popularizing the event among the general 
public)". [8] It is important to emphasize that 
festivals simultaneously address the present and 
the future as "one of the few cultural 'formats' that 
relies on the past with the desire to provide the 
community with a vision of the future". In the case 
of our analysis, the answer to the current 
moment, as well as the vision of the future, is 
realized by the thematic concept, but also by the 
format of the festival (displacement to the sphere 
of digital media). In this regard, we consider 
online festivals to be all those that take place 
online, by which we mean in the space of the 
World Wide Web, an international database 
available via the Internet. The specificity of 
network structure, according to theorist Manuel 
Castells, leads to a situation in which "the 
network constitutes new social morphology of our 
societies, and the diffusion of networking logic 
substantially modifies the operation and 
outcomes in the processes of production, 
experience, power and culture."[9] Consequently, 
it becomes clear that festivals have the 
opportunity to penetrate the social structure in 
different ways (e.g. they potentially have far 
greater availability) in a networked environment, 
which is created within the paradigm of 
information technology. Therefore, online 
festivals have the ability to evolve into a platform 
for re-evaluation of produced/placed content, 
while they can also transform into a space 
intended for the reinterpretation of the very 
nature of festival gatherings. 
 

 
1 However, based on some predictions, in the not-so-
distant future we can expect a scenario according to 
which in there will be holograms in the audience, or in 
a part of it, while one part of the performers will also be 
only virtually present. This is not predefined 
holograms, but a virtual self, which is on the stage at 
the same time in which the person is in another place 
and which, with minimal delay, conveys his/her 
emotions. Such a development of events would also 
relativise the criterion of bodily co-presence/live 
presence as a warrantor of the immediacy of the 
performance. We have yet to see how technology will 
continue to influence the (re)definition of theatre in the 
years to come. 

A festival can’t be understood as a single event, 
although it consists of multiple theatrical events. 
As Henri Schoenmakers explains, “the single 
theatrical events are organized and presented 
within the bigger structure of the festival 
according to thematic (e.g., Shakespeare festival, 
intercultural festival), discipline or genre-based 
(e.g., opera festival, festival of silent film) or other 
principles (e.g., cultural capital of Europe). Such 
an integrating principle is of great help to evoke 
the feeling that we are dealing with a recognizable 
identity at the level of the festival as a ‘meta-
event’”. [10] 

  
The concept of liminality, introduced by Victor 
Turner and referred to in Erika Fischer-Lichte's 
theory of performance, stands out as important 
for our understanding of festivals. He builds on 
the well-known Van Gennep’s term, defining 
liminality as an unstable space between two 
(solid) identities. This is a question of a dual 
existence, which is neither there nor here, but 
between the positions required by laws, customs 
and conventions. [11] Through the concept of 
liminality, Aleksandra Jovićević [12] observes 
festivals as social dramas and metaphors, 
emphasizing that “festivals belong to the liminal 
moments, as those practices where social 
structure is temporarily breached”. We agree with 
the theoretician’s view that festivals are a 
“potential community, a community in becoming, 
and carries a possible connotation of 
togetherness: the community and equality among 
people when social order and social roles are 
suspended”. [13] Describing similar phenomena, 
Sauter writes: “in favorable cases the participants 
of a festival recognize each other as participants 
and develop a group identity or a group feeling, 
start to interact and thus enhance the experience 
of the event.” [14] In this festival feature, which 
implies a live visitors’ gathering (and 
performers’), Jovićević sees the possibility of 
their political undermining. [15] Can the 
experience of online festival visitors be 
considered liminal? Aneta Stojnić [16] advocates 
a theoretically intriguing view, that liminality is 
inscribed in the very architecture of the Internet. 
In her words,  
  

The Internet has an ambivalent structure that 
allows us to view it as a place of possible 
cleavage. The Internet is both a product and a 
means of production, at the same time being a 
place of resistance. Just like performance 
studies, the Internet is inherently liminal. In the 
rift that is inscribed in the very architecture of the 
media, the Internet is constantly becoming and 
remains a place of social struggle and turmoil. 

 
However, we believe that the author's position 
overlooks the importance of spatial 
displacement of the subject, in order to 
achieve liminality. According to Turner [17], 
during the central (threshold) phase, “the 
transition from one social status to another is 
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usually accompanied by a parallel transition in 
space, a geographical movement from one 
place to another”. Although it is stated that the 
space of entering cyberspace is “a material 
act, which we accomplish through various 
physical (hardware) means” [18], this still 
doesn’t testify that this here is the movement in 
the true sense of the word. We agree with 
Hans-Thies Lehmann's view that online 
communities cannot be equated with 
collectives in immediate reality because the 
collective reception of information does not 
essentially bring about a collective 
participation. In addition, Lehmann [19], 
emphasizes that the Internet, although 
seemingly a mass medium, coexists as a 
private medium, creating an isolated rather 
than a shared, cumulated time and experience. 
As a result, diverse individual experiences of 
online festival visitors, even when they are 
simultaneous, do not constitute a collective 
experience. 2.  
   
In her extensive study of film festivals, Dutch 
theorist Marijke de Valck devotes an entire 
chapter to "understanding festival spaces"[20], 
writing that "festival hubs are primarily 
determined by their spatial qualities, writing that 
“the festival nodes are firstly defined by their 
spatial qualities"[21] She explains that 
 

It has been important from the beginning of the 
phenomenon that film festivals should be 
concentrated in specific sites and take place over 
a short period of time. The proximity of activities 
immerses visitors in the event and makes it easy 
for them to meet others and conduct interviews, 
promote their work, and negotiate deals.  

 
Performing a play at a festival is not nearly the 
same as performing in non-festival 
circumstances. If we take into account what 
happens before and after the artistic 
performance, these events are also an integral 
formative part of a far-reaching happening, where 
this wider concentric circle can be defined as a 
cultural performance. [22] This term may include 
“any performance consisting of focused, clearly 
marked and socially restricted forms of behavior 
that are specifically designed / prepared for 
demonstration”. Setting aside the inconstant uses 
of this term, different theoreticians (Singer, 
Hymes, Bauman, Barba) all agree on one thing: 
cultural performance implies a shift from 
everyday life. [23] This relocation, which is 
omitted in the case of an online festival, is a 

 
2 The abolition of relocation lacks what Roland Barthes, writing 

about the shortcomings of home projection in relation to cinema, 
calls the erotization of the place, “because television doomed us to 
the Family, whose household instrument it has become – what the 
hearth used to be, flanked by its communal kettle“ (Leaving Movie 
Theatre, New York: Hill and Wang, 2009, pp. 346). The analogy 
with live and media-mediated performance is easy to establish. 
 

precondition for achieving liminality, but it is also 
necessary for the possibility of placing the 
performance within the framework of cultural 
performance. In addition, we must not forget that 
the act of going to the festival implies a certain 
social framework in which the play is situated.  
 
That being said, any festival participant is at the 
same time placed in two parallel contexts, 
because he/she “is not only able to judge the 
performance as a piece of art made by the 
theatre makers, but he is, also, able to judge the 
performance as an act of selection and 
programming of the festival organizers”. [24] 
 
 

3. ONLINE THEATRE META-FESTIVALS 

By being transposed to the digital environment, 
festivals lose the predominance of immediate life 
experience – liminality and collective experience. 
Having concluded that, we should also raise the 
question whether in undergoing these changes 
festivals achieve new features, or at least 
maintain some of their previous characteristics.  
   
In this regard, it should be noted that festivals, as 
cultural and artistic events, promote quality 
discussion, which is mostly absent in the wider 
community. In this way, alternative models of 
opinion and discussion are being established, 
intellectuals are provided with the possibility to 
act in public space, while the festival educates 
and emancipates its audience. [25] By 
repositioning to the online space, festivals do not 
lose this feature. In fact, it is becoming more 
transparent and, in a sense, more extensive, 
since one of the striking attributes of all online 
festivals (especially during a pandemic) is their 
invigorated self-referentiality. The very fact that a 
festival is being held, what’s more – held online, 
is itself a certain answer to the question of 
whether (and in what way) cultural and artistic 
events should move ahead in extraordinary 
circumstances. Therefore, the challenge of 
common boundaries and debates about the 
notion of festivals in the cultural community, as 
well as about the immanent characteristics of 
theatre festivals, come to the fore. Critical 
discussion, i.e., issues of the festivals’ 
relationship to social reality, pushes the 
evaluation of the program into the background. In 
that sense, the sovereignty of the main program 
of the festival is to some extent disturbed in favor 
of the accompanying programs (round tables, 
public debates and so on). 
 
In other words, online theatre festivals may be 
conceived as meta-festivals, a term coined by 
Schoenmakers to designate events whose “aim 
is to organize a discourse between experts about 
theatrical works of art. In such cases the festival 
organizers in fact establish a framework of 
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reference for the participants by which they look 
differently at the theatrical activities than the 
natural audience would do in the ‘natural’ setting 
of the original culture” [26] His examples are 
international children’s theatre festivals (without 
children) created for grown-ups to exchange 
ideas and discuss productions. Online theatre 
festivals do not substitute their “established 
audience”, although their self-referentiality is 
based on the fact that they are mediated and 
displaced from their traditional setting. 

4. CASE STUDY: FIST (2020) 

 Faced with the increased security risk, during 
the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic, FIST 
organizers – students of the Faculty of Dramatic 
Arts in Belgrade and their mentors, decided to 
move the festival program to the digital 
environment. Their response to the crisis was the 
effort to organize the first online theatre festival in 
Serbia, entitled The Awakening, which took place 
from March 15-19 on FIST online platform. 
Emilija Bošnjaković, one of the organizers, 
explains the concept of the festival in the 
following way: 
 

We have decided to redefine the concept and 
message of this year's Festival, in order to react 
responsibly and rationally to current events - not 
only in front of an international festival that brings 
together young people, but as an institution 
dedicated to education of future professionals 
and artists in the field of theatre and performing 
arts, teaching them creation based on community 
values. [27] 

 
The performances were set to begin on 
scheduled times, in order to simulate the effect of 
live performances, while the titles appeared on 
screen before the start, reminding the audience 
to turn on their electronic devices. In this manner, 
FIST was wittily playing with the reimagined 
festival format and referring to the analogue 
experiences of the theatre festivals’ audience. 
The main program was also accompanied by 
numerous online debates and round tables, all of 
which can still be found on YouTube3. 
 
The new digital environment has transformed 
actors’ bodies and their impact on spectators. 
According to Fischer-Lichte, the performer’s body 
is always both a semiotic and a physical 
(phenomenal) body. The first generates meaning, 
while the second one is the physical body of the 
actor/actress. These two bodies always exist 

 
3  During one of these debates, which was held on the second day 

of the festival – Theatre Art in the Digital Surrounding – the authors 
of this text spoke about this phenomena, along with professor Mirko 
Stojković and the moderator Jelena Knežević. The idea for writing 
of this text originated during the debate, which can be accessed on 
the following adress:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=620&v=Csi-
1MSR7ao&feature=emb_title 

simultaneously on the stage, so the semiotic 
body can never annul the physical one. The 
irreducible ambivalence of the body corresponds 
to the ambivalence of performance, in which we 
distinguish two perceptual levels: the level of 
representation (performance is viewed as a 
system of signs) and the level of presence 
(where the focus is on the sensory effect of the 
performance). [28] During the performance of 
mediatized plays at FIST, such as Three Sisters 
(Faculty of Arts Priština, Zvečan) or The 
Glembays (Academy of Arts, Banja Luka), the 
above-mentioned duality of performance was 
abolished and all the attention of the spectators 
was directed towards the level of representation 
and the semiotic aspect of the performing body. 
When it comes to dance performances, such as 
Dancer is the answer, in the absence of a clearly 
outlined plot, the performer's physical body was 
emphasized, but it did not affect the audience 
with its presence (in terms of energy) but 
exclusively with its virtuosity. 
 
Teotwawaki4 (Zürcher Hochschule der Künste), 
the winning performance, was the only one to 
directly refer to the current situation with its 
conception. This performance, depicting the end 
of the world, had been readapted before FIST so 
it would introduce the subject of the ongoing 
pandemic. For thirty minutes, participants 
discussed potential end-of-the-world scenarios 
and devised appropriate abbreviations, all of this 
in a building that was being disinfected at the 
time, prepared for a complete shutdown. Thus, 
this is not a recording of a previous performance, 
but a purposely designed video to address the 
Internet audience, which moves this performance 
from a media-performed performance to a 
cyberperformance. This term includes “practices 
that take place and develop in the context of 
theatre and performance institutions, such as 
research within this field, but which use the 
Internet as their stage.[29] Effectively 
commenting in the chat section, the audience 
tried to remember the abbreviations that the 
actors came up with, as well as to name the 
things to take with them in case of an emergency 
evacuation. All of this created the impression of 
interactivity and uniqueness of the performance 
watched. 
 
An important aspect of performance – whether 
we conceptualize it through the exchange of 
energy between performers and audiences or in 
some other way – is that it generates a greater or 
lesser degree of uncertainty. Fischer-Lichte 
argues that any performance, due to the action of 
autopoietic feedback loop – which is of course 
absent in case of mediated performances – can 
get an uncalculated, unforeseen turn.[30] 
However, performing of Where I Have Never 

 
4 The abbreviation of The End Of The World As We Know It. 
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Been (University of Music and Theatre “Felix 
Mendelssohn Bartholdy”, Leipzig) showed that 
online theatre can also have a high degree of 
unpredictability. Namely, the organizers initially 
released the recording of the performance from 
the middle, which the performers – now in the 
role of spectators, in front of their computers – 
immediately noticed and wrote in the comments 
below the recording on YouTube. After half an 
hour, the recording was replaced and released 
correctly, but this time without subtitles, so one of 
the actors engaged in translating simultaneously 
in the comments section. On the basis of all 
these interventions and unforeseen 
circumstances, this mediated performance 
spontaneously moved towards 
cyberperformance, even though it was not 
originally conceived as such.  
 
The relocation of a theatre festival into the digital 
environment, which is much more extreme than 
in the case of, for example, film festivals, 
emphasizes its self-referentiality, notably due to 
the fact that theatre is most often conceived as 
an art that exists exclusively here and now. 
Aspiring to further explain the nature of 
cyberperformance, Ana Vujanović [31] introduces 
the term of Giulio Carlo Argan – art as research: 
 

In this way, art as research performs crossings, 
confrontations, and re-examinations of different 
art texts (when it poses itself as a problem) or art 
texts and society and culture texts (when from 
the perspective of art, it engages in research of 
other issues: social, political, cultural, etc.). 
Thereupon it is being established as “problem-
oriented artistic practice”, reconsidering the 
essence of art instead of simply offering a piece 
of art. 

 
In the same manner, online theatre festivals 
bring forth the question of inherent festival 
attributes instead of delivering standard festival 
program, during which they originate as meta-
festivals. This brings us back to the thesis that 
online theatre festivals shift their focus from 
evaluation to exploring the boundaries and 
responsibilities of theatre in the age of 
pandemics and digital media. They cannot 
occur as events, i.e., places of real gathering 
that convey the audience to a liminal state, but 
despite that they remain sites in which socially 
relevant questions and quality discussions 
arise, to this extent fulfilling an important 
cultural function. This leads up to a seemingly 
paradoxical conclusion: even if it was not a 
traditional theatrical event, the 15th FIST 
certainly was a theatre meta-festival. 

5. CONCLUSION - THE FUTURE OF ONLINE 

THEATRE FESTIVALS   

Having in mind the previous analysis, we can 
say that the future of online theatre festivals – 

in terms of reach, viewership, networking and 
critical discussion – largely depends on the 
attitude of organizers and programmers 
towards the digital environment as an 
authentic place for exchanging opinions and 
audience development. Online festivals are 
particularly possible and successful in the 
digital environment when they do not represent 
a mere substitute for events taking place in 
‘real’, physical space, but on the contrary, 
when they use digital means and techniques to 
expand or reject traditional approaches to 
content. Then, as it has already been said, 
they emerge as dialogue-based spaces, not as 
a "consolation prize", that is, a surrogate of 
offline festivals. 
 
Furthermore, in order to fulfill the function of 
the network, as defined by Castells (2000), 
festivals in the digital environment must favor 
and encourage new forms of interaction with 
their audiences. Online theatre festivals should 
accordingly become much more than a series 
of temporary communication and distribution 
centers: they should preferably use the 
immanent features of the Internet to establish 
new methodologies and strategies for forming 
critical space, this way developing as places of 
critical discussion. In the case of FIST, this has 
been done by extensive use of the chat 
window as a place of lively, active and 
constitutive participation of spectators, which 
wouldn’t have been possible, or even 
desirable, during a traditional theatrical 
performance. Hence, the future and capacities 
of online theater festivals are situated in their 
perception as meta-festivals, which bring 
together experts and audiences to explore and 
reflect on the boundaries of theatre art in the 
digital media era – perhaps the most important 
issue contemporary theatre is facing today.  
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